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Overview – What does motivation look like? 
 

The purpose of this booklet is to describe attributes that develop a coaching 

style that produces motivated athletes and teams; a style that propels players 

into action, a style that activates the hearts, minds and behaviors of the 
players. This type of coach understands that motivation is much more than the 

verbal pre game or half time “pep talk” that many people recognize as 

“motivation” in coaching. 
Motivation is defined as a force that propels people into action. It is the 

“motive to act”, an inner drive. What kind of “action” do you want your 

coaching to inspire? The ultimate goal in motivation is to get people to do all 
they are capable of and enjoy it. Leaders who understand and produce a 

motivating climate get people to go beyond their own perceived limits. 

In sport, as in life, either the hope of achieving a particular result or fear of 

experiencing a specific consequence triggers most internal motivation. As a rule, 
it is true that most individuals begin coaching as they were coached as athletes.  

  

For example, if a person grew up with coaches who used fear as the primary 

motivator, they typically begin their coaching career using the same tactic.  

 
It is a fact that fear works as a motivator (to a degree). Individuals 

motivated by fear not only get discouraged easier but also can become 

resentful of the leader who is imposing the fear. On teams where fear has been 
used as the primary form of motivation and punishment is given for mistakes, 

players will tend to avoid taking on any responsibility in order to prevent 

making mistakes and receiving the anticipated punishment. While fear works, 

it does not function nearly as well as love, trust and respect. Love, trust and 
respect bring a deeper purpose to the level of motivation. A team motivated 

through love, trust and respect produces great memories and lasting 

friendships. Tasks are completed, discipline accepted and expectations 
increased, because teammates do not want to let each other down. They 

depend on and trust one another to complete their mission. Each role on a 

team tends to become equal in value on a team where individuals value each 
other. Teams built around love, trust, respect and group responsibility lean on 

each other in times of trouble and tend to be able to successfully sustain their 

motivation for longer periods of time.  
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“Motivating through fear may work in the short term to get people to do 

something, but over the long run I believe personal pride is a much greater 

motivator. It produces far better results that last for a much longer time.” 
John Wooden  

 

  

Coaching and Motivation 
 

Motivation is one of the key differences between good coaches and great 
coaches. Good coaches can encourage and motivate. Great coaches motivate 

through love and get every ounce of attention and energy from their athletes. 

They can get people to do all that they are capable of and enjoy it.  

The responsibility for motivation (especially for younger players) 
falls directly on the shoulders of the coach. As a coach, you have the 

ability to make your athletes feel comfortable, energized, focused and 
excited. Some people have a natural gift but everyone can learn to be 

better at motivation. 
The concept of motivational coaching is simple… Decide what is 

important to you as the coach and for the team, and then find a way to make 
the same things important to the players. The ultimate purpose is to get 

players to play better, to perform at their peak effort, attention, and behavior.  

  

Is offensive rebounding important to you? Find a way to make it important to 
the players. Is recovering quickly after a mistake important? Being a great 

defensive team? Having a great athletic attitude? Being a focused and 

motivated team, a teachable spirit, being unselfish, etc. etc.? Then you must 

help players see the same vision that you do.  

 
Great coaches get players to do all they are capable of, and enjoy it. Players 

and coaches enjoy working and sacrificing. 

 
Coaches who successfully motivate have learned how to: 

• Take a negative and turn it into a positive,  

• Keep a positive string going,  

• Reach all kinds of athletic personalities,  

• Avoid the pitfalls of defeatism, and  

• Use their personality and the natural influence of this profession to 

effectively and consistently activate players and assistant coaches. 

 
Think of people who you like to spend time with. What is it about them? 

Normally, it is people who love what they do, where they are, who let it show. 

Be a coach who celebrates small successes, avoids complaining and making 

excuses. Develop a style that builds everything and everyone up. 
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One of the coach’s primary jobs is to motivate; this will require energy and an 

investment in each athlete to reach the ultimate motivated group. Inspiration and 
motivation are an ongoing responsibility that will not be completed during a season. 

Coaches are the key to motivated teams – create a climate for success and become a 

coach who is motivated and can motivate others.  

 
 

Coaching Motivation Concepts 
 

“Knowledge alone is not enough to get desired results, you must have the more 
elusive ability to teach and motivate. This defines a leader.”     John Moore 

 

Keep motivation simple - Remember that fun is at the heart of almost 

every motivated player, plus it produces positive attitudes. Being 
recognized for doing something well is all that is needed for most 

athletes to have fun. Fun is the best reward an athlete can experience. 
 

Having fun is being good - As athletes mature, they go from seeing “having 
fun as being silly”, to “having fun is being good”…Good workers, 

accomplished performers, focused, attentive listeners and an accountable, 
trusted teammate. An important step of maturity for any young athlete is to 

grow beyond the age of silliness into becoming an athlete who enjoys the work, 
effort and skills necessary to be competitive.  
 

Focus on things that you have control over - Use your energy and 

expertise to focus only on areas that you can control: preparation, 
attitude, effort and behavior. Take the areas where you have control and 

become a positive motivating force and develop a sense of urgency. Do 
not waste your time and energy on matters that are beyond your control 

or are not essential for team success. Release those areas of practice 
and games. Trying to influence the areas of the game where you have 

no control, frustrates you, your players and takes your focus off the 
important areas. Focus positively and aggressively on factors that are 

controllable, and do not worry about the others.  
 

 Control No Control 

 Effort of your team Ability or size of your opponents 

 Behavior of your team Behavior of the opponents 
 Preparation of your team Officials decisions 

 Motivation level of your team Coaching decisions by opposing coach 

 Your in-game coaching decisions Fans behavior 
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Learn to be Positive Demanding 
One of the best terms for motivational leadership in athletics is positive 
demanding. These coaches are relaxed and confident, while maintaining a 

naturally competitive personality. They have learned to teach and coach while 

keeping the delicate balance between fun and discipline. Discipline and fun 

need each other or they both lose their effectiveness. All fun is an 
unproductive waste of time and energy, and all discipline is forced labor. A 

sense of fun is necessary to sustain effort and keep things in perspective. Put 

fun into your practices by enjoying them yourself. Let your enjoyment show. 
A sense of discipline is necessary, because all athletes and teams need to be 

able to focus. Discipline in athletics is simply focused attention and effort. 

If a coach is demanding out of love and respect, they will get all kinds of 
positive results. However, once their words and actions become demeaning, 

the athlete puts up wall of resistance - trust is broken, and learning stops. If 

coaches are demanding out of fear, the athletes will probably respond, but 

compete fearfully. Coaches are either confidence builders or confidence 
cutters. Confidence builders deal honestly and directly with mistakes but are 

always able to recognize when people are doing things well and then reinforce 

that behavior. Focus on what athletes CAN DO, rather on what they cannot 
do. Positive demanding coaches continue to work to have their athletes 

improve their weaknesses, while constantly stressing their strengths. They 

also have a style that establishes a tone during practices of expecting and 
accepting only all out effort. They demand and receive the best from each 

team member.  

 

Small successes lead to large successes 
Find and celebrate small successes. Build a foundation based upon small 

successes in practice. Find “victories” in every way that you can even if it 

means you must “set them up” in practice. Begin with small successes rather 
than be frustrated with setting goals too high. Once your players see that they 

can succeed in small ways, their personal and team vision expands. People 

who are willing to take on large and demanding challenges are those who 

have experienced small successes. Build a foundation with many small 
successes in practice. 

 

 

REWARDING STATISTICS – STATS THAT MATTER 

Using Statistics to Motivate 
 
Another basic principle of motivation is, whatever you measure is more likely 

to get done. You can adopt this principle to every sport. Using basketball as 

an example, most coaches keep game statistics and they normally consist of 

the basic numbers including: field goals attempted, field goals made, free 
throws attempted, free throws made, rebounds (possibly divided between 

offensive and defensive), assists and turnovers. Those statistics are important 
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for assessing the game and even for individual athletes…. but think about all 

the other areas of the game that are important to you as a coach. Remember 
the concept of coaching and motivation; decide what is important to you and 

then make it important to your players. There are many things that coaches 

want players to do to help the team succeed that can be measured from 

videotape. If it is important to you that your players dive on the floor for loose 
balls, then keep track of the number of times that they do. Is it important to 

you that your players set solid screens? Then assess solid screens from the 

videotape and post that statistic.  
It is easy to think of many areas of the game that could be called, “Team 

Points” that go well beyond field goals and free throws. Here are some of the 

statistics we have kept and assigned a point value to. These statistics will 
motivate players to do the things that help your team: 

 

Defense 

• Stopping the drive by yourself and not requiring help (+1) 

• Helping a teammate that got beaten on a drive (+1) 

• Getting a dead dribble to turn his back to the basket (+2) 

• Taking a charge on your man (+3) 

• Taking a charge while helping a teammate (+4) 

• Deflection or any touch of the ball while “tracing” a dead dribble (+1) 

• Steal (+2) 

• Defensive rebound (+1) 

• Solid contact on a defensive block out (+2) 

• Diving on the floor for a loose ball (+2) 
 

Offense 

• Assist (+1) 

• Passing the ball to the post who catches it (+1) 

• Setting a screen that gets a teammate a shot (+1) 

• Setting a screen for a teammate who makes the shot (+2) (if you want 

your players to screen for your better shooters) 

• Diving on the floor for a loose ball (+2) 

• Offensive rebound (+3) 

• Going hard to the offensive boards (+1) (not staying on an opponents 

back, working to get inside position) 
 

All we did was identify the areas of the game that were important for the 

team to succeed and what we had focused on during practice, and then 
rewarded them with positive “Team Points”. A player who sets, screens, stops 

his offensive player, dives on the floor, takes charges, keeps his opponent 

blocked out on the defensive boards, and goes to the offensive boards hard is 
probably more important to the team than a player who shoots well from the 

field or free throw line. These statistics encouraged and rewarded the “small” 
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things that win games and help the team. By identifying and rewarding them, 

player performance in these areas improved dramatically. Players who could 
never score 20 points using the “normal” statistics kept, will see the value you 

placed on the important, Team Points, when statistics are posted and they see 

32 points next to their name. 

The same concept can be applied to any area of the game or even in 
practice. Practice statistics will give you an idea which of your players will be 

most likely to perform the same skills in a game.  

 

Using Punishment as a form of Motivation 

Punishment is acceptable when it is used to change behaviors that cannot be 

changed with positive reinforcement or when a player interferes with their 
teammates ability or right to learn and/or with the coach’s right and ability to 

teach. Be prepared to confront any behavior that is not acceptable to the 

team’s core covenants.  
Punishment works, and it has a place in a coach’s method of motivating 

people to action. Punishment has to be practiced sparingly, especially when 

compared to the amount of energy used to positively motivate and should be 
used in conjunction with positive reinforcement.  

Punishment can create more problems if used incorrectly or too often. 

When used correctly, punishment can be an effective form of behavior 

modification. Carefully evaluate your approach to punishment. Does the 
punishment simply suppress the behavior or does it change it? If the athlete 

who was punished continually finds himself in the same situation, they 

haven’t learned what is expected and accepted. In a follow up conversation 
with the athlete, alternative choices to the unacceptable behaviors should be 

explained. 

If you discover that punishment is your main source of control, you have 
to be ready to use it more and more and it becomes part of your style and of 

the athletes expectations – therefore losing its’ effectiveness. Not only is this 

not productive use of your teaching time, it takes away the positive energy 

that you give to athletes making good choices. Your energy is always better 
spent in the pursuit of positive reinforcement. Rewarding positive behavior 

also tells athletes that you want the action repeated. Use punishment to 

separate out things that are infrequent, disruptions, or disrespectful violations 
of what the team stands for.  

 

Administering Punishment 
When administering punishment, be as impersonal as possible. Correct the 
behavior or action, not the person. Be consistent, but flexible to help in each 

individual situation. Do not continually threaten action, just follow through. 

There will be times that you need time to calm down or think of what is 
appropriate before just acting…. so tell the athlete to sit down and you will 

talk to him in a few minutes. Once the punishment is over, both athlete and 

coach need to move on.  
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When confronting a negative behavior, keep your conversations, 

descriptions and actions short. Do not wait. The closer in time to the 
misbehavior the coach confronts it, the better chance for change there is.  

Be as clear as possible about the unacceptable behavior. Instead of 

addressing generic behaviors (“you have a bad attitude”), the correction will 

be more effective if the coach can identify the specific behavior.  
 

Examples of identifying specific behaviors: “your use of profanity is not 

acceptable at anytime on this team” “your level of effort and attention is a 

violation of our team standards” “the way you reacted when you were called 
for the foul was not the acceptable behavior on this team; have a seat over 

there and I will talk to you when I get a break in practice.”  

 

Use quick concise sentences to get the exact point across and do not 
disrupt the pace of practice or give the unwanted behavior any more attention 

than it deserves. Quickly turn your positive energy and focus back to the 

group that was doing things correctly in the first place and use positive praise. 
Hearing others being praised for correct actions and not hearing their own 

name, sends the same message. 

There are times when the best response is to ignore the behavior. Not 

rewarding a behavior with any of your attention will normally cause the 
player to stop the action. If the acting out is intended to get attention, don’t 

give them any. This requires patience and thinking ahead. Sometimes a 

coach’s reaction to situations actually brings the wanted attention to the 
misbehavior and encourages the offender to repeat the behavior. Ignoring the 

behavior teaches players that it is not worthy of attention or being upset. If 

you believe that the best response is to ignore, do it as long as possible and 

then take action. Because every person has different levels of tolerance, it is 
impossible to identify the exact point where the coach goes from ignoring the 

behavior to confronting. In general, confront problems early with a low level 

of tolerance, and then use punishment sparingly after that.  
Another form of ignoring is isolation. It may be the best general form of 

punishment for most young players. Isolation removes them from the team, 

the situation, and the attention. It eliminates the player for a time period (5 
minutes, one drill, until the coach has a break in practice, for the remainder of 

practice, for a week, for a season).  

Isolation eliminates the player being punished from receiving the best thing 

about practices, the fun and the coach’s positive attention and reinforcement. 
Do not punish for physical errors made by players - it produces fearful 

play. Never use running for punishment in sports where being in condition is 

essential for success. Think about it, we tell our athletes how important it is to 
team success that they are in condition and then we get upset at them and tell 

them to run. (See Positive Conditioning chapter in the book Teaching 

Character Through Sport – Developing a Positive Coaching Legacy)  
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Use Mistakes to build a Level of trust 
Mistakes in athletics are an essential part of the growth process. We are 
constantly asking our players to learn new concepts, strategies and skills. New 

learning does not happen without some failure. No matter how or when 

mistakes are made, they are usually difficult for both player and coach who 

are both hoping for success. Every effort to demonstrate a new skill is an 
opportunity for failure - not just failure, but failure in front of teammates, 

coaches and spectators. We need to teach our athletes how to fail, recover 

quickly and to try again. The faster they recover and try, the sooner they will 
achieve the skill. This kind of recovery requires either really strong self-

confidence or trust of the person who is asking you to risk failure. Trust at 

moments like this are built based upon how the coach responds verbally and 
physically to the mistake. Coaches who can motivate their players through 

mistakes are the ones who have learned how to separate mistakes made with 

carelessness, lack of attention or lack of effort, from mistakes made with the 

athlete’s best effort. These coaches have learned to dignify with actions and 
words, all mistakes made at full speed and full attention.  

Teams and individual players who trust their coach will listen, fail, 

recover, improve and be able to play fearlessly. Players who are fearful of the 
coach’s reaction to a mistake, play to not make a mistake and therefore, 

compete fearfully.  

 

Using Roles to Motivate 

One of the fundamental responsibilities of successful team leadership is to 

eliminate selfishness. Selfishness on the team level or with any individual 
player will destroy the team faster than anything else will. A “team first” 

attitude will allow people to accept roles that make others better. Great teams 

have individual players who each make their own unique contribution to the 
groups success. Players should be expected to be unselfish with effort and 

unselfish with roles. Every decision should be based on “what does the team 

need from me.”  

Every successful team must have people willing to do a variety of things. 
The following roles are like “job descriptions” in that players can decide how 

they can best help the team. When talking about roles, it is good to place 

equal value on all roles (the player who sets the screen is just as important as 
the player who comes off the screen and makes the shot). Also it is a good 

idea to have players talk to the coach about the roles they think they can play 

and the roles that they would like to “grow into”.  

 

Example from basketball: A player who says, I know that right now I can fill 

the role of a screener and rebounder, but would like to become a defensive 

stopper and an interior scorer” has just declared his current value to the team 

and has also opened himself up to be coached in the areas he wants to grow 
into (defensive stopper and interior scorer). 
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Make a list of all the roles involved in your sport. No one player has to do 

everything but fulfilling each of these jobs with at least two or more players 
will allow for a better chance for group success: 

Although some roles appear to have more importance than others, in 

reality, it is the combination of skills (roles) that allows a team to reach its 

ultimate potential. Roles give players an identity. Every team member can 
bring a different strength to the total picture. When roles are specifically 

clarified, it helps assist in the acceptance and performance by each individual. 

Understanding of all the roles must be shared to be effective. When each 
member understands their own role(s), as well as the roles of the teammates, 

they will be much more productive and will feel much more able to 

participate to their fullest potential. As a result, a “team identity” will begin to 
be formed.  

When coaches give each role equal value in the eyes of the team, 

leadership is more readily accepted and appreciated. Too often the perception 

is that the coach only focuses on the “high profile” roles of the player who 
scores the most points. It is obvious to everyone who watches a game that the 

people who score are important and therefore receive the most attention. But, 

if it were not for the player who made the pass to the scorer, or the player who 
set the screen to free up the scorer, the team would not have succeeded in 

scoring. 

Roles can either be a force that binds the team together or creates jealousy 
between the individual parts. If value is shown equally to every role, it is 

easier for each role to be embraced by every player. The more each individual 

squad member feels like they are part of the team, the more they will 

contribute. The more each member contributes, the more they feel like part of 
the team and the overall success that the team achieves.  

Players will form an identity within the team for the positive role they 

fulfill, and in turn, relish the role even more.  
 

Practices vs. Games 

Players who do not attend practice should not play in games. One of the 
biggest problems in youth sports is that games have become more important 

and practices have been given less importance. Too often, young people (and 

even their parents) look at games as the only valuable part of the athletic 
experience. The exact opposite should be true – players will be well served to 

learn that practices are equal to, if not more important than games and that 

productive practices are fun. Too many young people think that being an 

“athlete” means putting on pro style adult uniforms, playing 40 games and 
having 10 practices during a three-month season. More things can and should 

be gained from practicing that enhance the athletic experience far more than 

games. Young athletes should practice much more than they play, learning 
skills as well as work habits and discipline. Too many youth “coaches” are 

simply managers, who organize players and put them in positions to play in 

games rather than prepare for practice and teach the skills needed to improve. 
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Games are important and allow for growth, but well organized, instructionally 

based, highly motivated practices should be the best part of a season.  

 

Practice Motivation 
One of the best insurers of motivated teams is a well-organized practice. One 

of the quickest ways to lose motivation is to conduct a poorly planned, 
disorganized practice.  

 

The coach must be creative at practice 
The best teachers and coaches are creative craftsmen. They are people who 

have found a variety of methods to teach the same material. Coaches who can 

find a way to turn the routine into the exciting and unusual will spark an 
excitement and keep players from becoming bored. You cannot be afraid to be 

different, and should look for ways to keep your players energized.  

 

Here are some simple concepts that can keep practices from becoming boring 
and provide a motivational learning environment: 

  

1. Individual Competition vs. Collective competition - For most 
practices to pick up the level of motivation, all a coach normally has 

to do is find a way to keep score. Once taught and only when 

attempting to get improvement through repetition, make drills as 
competitive as possible. Competition is a natural energizer for most 

athletes. The natural competitiveness in athletes will increase when an 

activity is measured in any way. Without even declaring a “winner”, 

keeping score raises the level of attention, energy and effort. It is easy 
to compete player against player, but what is energizing for one 

player will often become deflating for the one who loses. Individual 

competition is effective, but doesn’t always bring about team unity. 
Think about adjusting the way you do a drill so you are competing 

together against a time or goal. It is not difficult to take any drill and 

have the players combine their efforts to reach a “team goal”.  

 

Instead of “see which player can make the most shots in the next 

minute”, change the focus to the team achieving a goal by saying 

“let’s see how many shots we can make as a team in the next minute”, 

or “let’s see how long it takes us to make 100 shots as a team”. That 
takes the focus off individual wins and losses and puts every player in 

a position where they can all contribute and all “win”. This concept 

can be applied to almost any competitive practice situation. 

 
2. Vary your drills. Once the drills are learned and you are working to 

improve through repetition, do not do the same routine in the same 

order every day. Another motivational concept is to shorten your time 
segments once the drills have been taught. Create a sense of urgency 
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where we only have this much time today in practice to get better at 

this particular skill. Repetition is the key to motor learning, but small 
doses repeated regularly at game speed and maximum effort far 

exceeds work done for long periods of time that become boring and 

slow motion. The coach should also alternate drills that are physically 

demanding with the drills that are not as physically demanding to 
perform. 

 

3. Keep your drills short. Avoid using a drill for too long at any given 
time once it has been taught.  

 

For example, if you need to spend twenty minutes on a specific skill, 

you should consider breaking it down into two separate ten minute 
segments or even better, four five-minute segments.  

 

It is better to practice a skill in shorter, more concentrated bursts of 

activity that keep the athletes’ attention and focus on perfection than 
to do it for so long that they lose their intensity or concentration. 

 

4. Make your practices as game like as possible. Prepare them for the 

toughest competition that they will face by working at game speed 
and game mentality. Give your athletes the experience of being 

challenged and producing under the pressure situations they will face 

in the game. Structure practices so that they rehearse behaviors, skills 
and decisions that players are familiar with and can be successful. 

Choose skills that are age appropriate, the right balance of 

challenging and achievable. 

 
5. Keep the activity level up. Since one of the keys to improvement is 

repetition, keep active, short lines with lots of reps. Working in small 

groups that are organized according to each player’s level of expertise 
not only allows athletes to progress at their own rate, but also gives 

each player more repetitions. 

 
6. Coach at the pace of the quickest learners. This may sound contrary to 

most educational beliefs, but one of the best ways to kill motivation in 

practice is to have your stronger players be bored. Teach at a pace 

where your more advanced players are challenged. You must set the 
stage with players at all levels by letting them know that you will be 

willing to stay afterward or give extra help to those who didn’t get the 

skill while moving at that pace. Do not expect skills to be mastered at 
the same rate by all players. As the coach, you need to understand 

how to help athletes who are struggling with the “basics’, without 

boring those who are ready to practice more advanced skills. 
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7. Name your drills after players. One of the best ways to increase the 

level of performance during drills is to name the drill after the player 
in your history as a coach who performed that drill the best.  

 

Instead of calling your drill, “the cut off drill”, call it the Steve 

Hannant drill. The players will understand which drill you are doing, 
plus they will learn something about one of your players from the 

past. But the biggest motivator is to say, “if someone can do this drill 

better than Steve Hannant, it will be named after you”.  

 

Players will want a drill named after them and anytime you introduce 
a drill new to you, it can be claimed by the person who does it best 

that day.  

 
8. Plan your practice. Come into every practice with a plan. Plan your 

practice so that drills that are new or require more thinking occur 

early in practice. Drills done at the end of practice are the ones that 
require execution of fundamentals done correctly while players are 

tired.  

 

Establish the best possible learning environment for your team. Make the best 
out of whatever conditions you are assigned.  

• Think, “positive practicing” – everything can be done better and 

all great efforts can be recognized and rewarded. 

• Start on time, stay on time and end on time. 

• Once the team expectations have been established, eliminate 

players who do not listen or try. Be willing to help them with 
their problem at another time. The focus of practice cannot be lost 

on behavioral problems.  

• One of the most common coaching techniques that hurts 

motivation is having the athletes rely too much on listening. 
Coaches who try to describe everything to their players with 

words, (i.e. how to do a skill) aren’t taking advantage of the 

concepts that, “most athletes are visual learners” and “action and 

correct repetition is what teaches physical skills”. Almost all 
coaches need to talk less and show more. Give them time away 

from your voice and instruction, time to be totally absorbed and 

focused in the activity. Avoid constantly evaluating athletes, 
especially during the game. Most corrections can be made one on 

one, so the flow of practice does not stop for everyone. The only 

time everyone should have to listen to a correction is when it 

applies to every player. 
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Coaches who talk too much, lose the most active of players. Keep 

your words and instructions concise. Use as few words as possible 

and let the players see the skill done correctly. Then give them ten 
times more repetitions with quick individual corrections. Use your 

words only to focus the attention on detail. Follow the progression of 

accurate demonstration, practice, quick reinforcing correction, and 
more practice. Coach John Wooden says the eight laws of learning 

are, “explanation, demonstration, imitation, repetition, repetition, 

repetition, repetition, repetition..” Nothing in athletics should be 

taught using just words. Everything needs visual demonstration and 
lots of repetition.  

 

• Understand that it is not only important how much you as the 

coach know; rather it is more important how much of what you 

know, you can teach to the players so they can perform. 

• Make sure that every drill has a clearly defined purpose within 

the team concept. Athletes will learn a new skill easier if they see 

the material as meaningful and useful to the big picture. 

• Make sure that the drills are structured such that both you and the 

players can clearly discern improvement. Players will be more 
eager to learn when they feel that they are making progress in a 

drill and can see results from engaging in the drill carried over 

into games. 

• Seek (on an ongoing basis) new drills and techniques for 

performing specific skills that can help your players improve.  

• Fully understand your teaching environment before you being 

teaching a drill for the first time. For example, how many players 

do you have? How much space? How many teaching stations? 

How much time? How many coaches? How can you maximize all 
these variables? 

• Teach correctly the FIRST TIME. This is essential in order to 

maximize the learning environment for a drill. Accordingly, you 

need to plan and prepare so that the first time a skill is introduced 
you use the correct technique and correct terminology. Having to 

correct things that are taught poorly or incorrectly requires 

“unteaching” and “reteaching” which take time and confuses the 

athlete 

• Allow adequate time for making corrections when drills or 

techniques are improperly performed.  

• Demonstrate (or have someone else demonstrate) the whole 

picture of the drill, break the drill down into teachable parts, and 

then build it back to the whole. 

• Emphasize the parts of the drill done correctly at increasing levels 

of speed as the skill level of the players improves. 
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• Attempt to end every practice on a fun note. Athletes should leave 

practice wishing it wasn’t over and not being able to wait for the 

next practice to begin. When players leave practice they should 
be energized to go home and work on the skills that they are 

learning or just play the game with a family member. It doesn’t 

take much creativity to find a way to leave them smiling.  

• Be willing to stay after practice to assist any player who wants 

extra help. 
 

 

Game Day Motivation 
 

Before the Game 
Athletes need to learn how to get themselves ready for competition. The 

longer you coach, the more you realize just how different each of your 
athletes is and that everyone prepares differently. There are many “readying” 

methods to prepare them to perform their best and each person must discover 

what methods work best for them. You cannot assume that your athletes will 
all follow the same “readying” procedure or that they will prepare the same 

way from year to year.  

If an athlete isn’t motivated to play, they need to look at themselves rather 

than some outside source. They also need to understand the difference 
between “psyched up” and being motivated. Too much excitement may have 

a negative impact on performance, especially in sports like basketball that 

require fine motor skills. The coach’s job is to provide as many methods as 
possible to ensure that each player can discover the best method for them and 

is prepared at game time. One of the key things a coach needs to understand is 

how to read how much motivation is required and make sure that the team is 
in the correct frame of mind to begin a game. Every team is going to be 

different; with some, the coach may have to model a sense of urgency and be 

high-spirited while others may need you to demonstrate reduced levels of 

energy. 
Athletes should also focus on their preparation, individual and team 

assignments and keys to meet performance goals. The coach needs to remind 

them of times when they have performed well, whether it was in a practice or 
a game.  

 

During the Game  
No coach can ever predict exactly how a game will go. For coaches, games 

are simply puzzles waiting to be solved. Each game will bring a different set 

of circumstances and requires a coach who can see the big picture. One of the 

goals for games should be to do what has been practiced as hard as possible, 
so that there are no surprises.  
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No surprises, also applies to the coach. He or she needs to be the same person 

in a game that they are in practice. If you are low key and soft-spoken in 

practice and then a wild screamer with a dramatic sense of urgency in the 
game, it is confusing and frustrating for players. 

 

As the game gets underway, focus on the things you can control and don’t 

waste your energy on anything out of your control. Remember to respond to 
effort and behavior, not performance or outcome. You are trying to establish a 

tie between a desired behavior and the reinforcement. 

Provide and model positive energy and direction for your team. 

Consistently pat your team on the back verbally, continuing to look for the 
good. Try to not substitute directly after mistakes just to give corrections that 

are probably already self-evident to the athlete. Choose times for correction 

when the athlete is going to be receptive. During the game is no time to spend 
a lot of time talking. Keep your instructions quick and simple. Do not waste 

any words. Too many coaches talk just to be talking. When you use your 

voice, it should get immediate attention and relay an exact message to the 
player(s). Use the same verbal cues that were used in practice, so the player 

can quickly assimilate your meaning and carry it over into actions. Think 

about what you are going to say before you say it and if you have any doubts, 

keep it to yourself. In most game situations, the players are already 
overloaded and don’t need much additional stimuli or information. 

Also be extremely aware of the messages your body language is sending. 

Be careful of the way it can be interpreted by players, spectators and officials. 
Facial expressions can carry tremendous power. Try not to overreact to 

mistakes, just take mental or physical notes for the next practice when the 

opportunity to learn is improved. Whenever possible, allow your players to 

compete through mistakes and misfortune. This will not only teach them to 
quickly get over their mistakes and continue competing but also demonstrates 

your confidence in them. Stay positive and aggressive if you expect your 

players to compete that way. Enjoy the games and your player’s efforts with 
quick, simple expressions of appreciation. 

 

Keep the game simple – Attempt to keep the game simple in the player’s 
minds and exhibit only behaviors that will help them perform well.  

 

Game Coaching – Style Check 

 

• Decide what coaching style you want to have and work toward 

controlling yourself in the emotional parts of the game to be able to model 

that style – who do you want to be during the game? 

• Style Checks  

• Do you want to be aggressive, passive, or somewhere in between?  

• Do you want or need to be involved in every decision by your 

players?  
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• Do you want or need to be involved in every referee’s call? 

• Do you think that you can influence the referees? Is it worth it? 

• What do you want the players to see when they look to the coach on 

the sidelines? 

• How would your players describe you when the pressure is on? 

• Where is your attention focused? Are you focused on things you have 

control over or things you can’t control but are trying to control? 
What can you control during the game? 

• Can you keep the athletes as your main focus?  

• What coaching behaviors will help the team perform during 

competition? Remember positive correction, positive celebrations, 

focus, being calm, poised, quick recovery from mistakes, focusing on 
what you have control over, etc.  

• What coaching behaviors hinder performance? Remember to avoid 

anger, visible frustration, being a different person in the game than in 

practice, and focusing on things you can’t control. 

• What kind of a coach would you like to play for? 

 
General principles to incorporate into your style 

• Model actions that provide confidence, concentration and poise – this 

is the single most important contribution that you can make. Your 

players need your positive presence, especially when things are not 
going well. 

• How do you want your athletes to respond to adversity? Respond to 

adversity the way you want your athletes to respond. Your composure 

or lack of composure will become theirs. They need you to be calm 
when the pressure is on. If you do not want your players to panic or 

play tight and nervously, then you cannot display those 

characteristics. 

• Think about how you want your players to react to the officials and 

then examine your own methods to see if they correspond to the 
expectations you have for the team. 

• Be consistent. You have got to be the same person as you are in 

practice, focusing on the performance of your team, not on opponents, 

refs, or conditions. Use the same language, reinforcement, motivation 
techniques and tone of voice for both practices and games. 

• Remember positive reinforcement. If you are a positive coach in 

practice, you need to be a positive coach in competition. 

• Keep your athletes as the main focus. Some coaches feel like they 

need to be the center of attention and do so by constantly being 

active, talking their players through the game and yelling strategies. If 
you coach this way, your athletes learn to wait for someone else to 

make the decisions for them and never become instinctive players. 

Instinctive players ultimately succeed longer in sport.  
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• Work hard. Remember it is a game of chess, a puzzle and you need to 

be thinking more and reacting less.  

• Do not excuse yourself with phrases like, “I’ve taught you that”. If 

your players cannot perform a skill, you haven’t taught it and you 
need to teach it better. 

• Be careful with comments like, “you can’t hold a lead”, “you panic in 

the clutch” “you guys always freeze up”; these often become self-

fulfilling prophecies.  

• Conclude each post-game meeting positively. If you can’t end on a 
positive note, say nothing at all and wait until the next day. Give 

athletes what they need after the game, which is TIME and SPACE.  

• Develop a style that allows players to have and maintain their 

confidence, composure and focus. When teams play with uncertainty, 

they need your confidence – when situations appear hopeless to them, 
you need to provide the spark of hope.  

 

Assess your game coaching style: 

• Have someone come watch and evaluate you 

• Video tape yourself 

• Audio tape yourself 

• Ask you athletes how they see you 

 

Questions for your game coaching style: 

1. Does your game behavior represent the mission statement of the school or 

league? 
2. Does your game behavior exemplify the behavior you want from fans and 

players? 

3. Do you display any behavior that would incite fans? 
4. Does your game behavior demonstrate the type of respect you expect 

from your athletes toward the officials, opponents or opposing coaches? 

5. How do you respond when your athletes do not meet behavioral 
expectations during the game? 

6. Do you respect the judgment of the contest officials abiding by rules of 

the event? 

 

Time Outs: 
Use a time out to get a few (one or two) ideas across, wait and watch their 

eyes for acknowledgment and then repeat the few instructions. Don’t try to 
give too much information or too fast.  

During the time out, be positive, direct, look them in the eye and get 

across no more than two concepts. Clearly describe the ideas, look at athletes, 
and then repeat the ideas again as they are ready to go back to action.  
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Half Time 
Half time provides a chance to rest, regroup and prepare. It is a good idea to 
rehearse what you are going to do at half time in practice before you play a 

game. To do this, simply take a “half time” during one of your practices. The 

first few minutes, allow players to take care of personal needs, while you meet 

with coaches and determine what your main two or three focuses are to begin 
the second half. Meet with any individual players who need specific 

instruction. Do not spend time talking to one player in front of the whole 

team. Finally, meet with the team and keep a fine focus. End with a “positive 
aggressive” statement, keeping their focus on the goals you had for the game. 

Leave yourself enough time to warm up physically. Be with them and have 

them prepared to play hard during the first few minutes of the second half.  
 

After the Game  
Keep post-game meetings short and positive. Realize that everyone will have 

a reaction to how the game was played and it will be from their own 
perspective. Win or lose, first provide a few minutes for players to escape the 

surroundings of the game and cool down. The locker room or post game 

meeting place needs to be a private and safe place for athletes and teams at all 
times.  

You have an opportunity to set the focus. Rehearse what you are going to 

do at post-game before you get there, especially when you feel frustrated. 
Letting your anger come out directly after a game is seldom productive and 

often just a selfish reaction for you that can be hurtful to young athletes. You 

may forget what you said in a few minutes, but it may stay with an athlete for 

a lifetime. Holding onto your frustrations after a game is a test of the coach’s 
mental toughness. Learn to control your emotions and model the mental 

toughness you expect from your team.  

Your assessment will be much more effective and accurate when you 
have had time to think about it and also to review the game tape. More often 

than not, when corrections are made immediately after the game they are 

often wrong when you see the game replayed and have a chance to reflect. 

Take time to think about your reactions and keep most of the corrections to 
yourself until the next practice.  

What most people need after competition is time and space (recovery 

time), so think about quick, positive endings. Regardless of the score of any 
game, your job is to stay optimistic and let it show to your players. If you 

need to talk to individuals, do it after the team summary. Win or lose, keep 

your athletes focused on performance, not on outcome.  
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Motivating the Individual Athlete 
 
Before talking about how to motivate the individual athlete, it is helpful for 

coaches to understand what kills motivation and the love of the game, so they 

can prevent that from happening. 
 

Five things that hurt natural motivation and love of the game:  

1. Consistent Defeats – the coach has some control (create successes in 

practice) 
2. Outside pressure – Parents – the coach has a little control (work with 

them with actions that assist performance) – see Chapter 12 on The 

Parents Role in Athletics in the book – Teaching Character Through 
Sport, Developing a Positive Coaching Legacy – 

www.proactivecoaching.info  

3. Mental or physical tiredness – the coach has quite a bit of control by 

what you do in practice 
4. Making the game too complex – the coach has complete control 

5. Negative coaching – the coach has complete control 

 
Most young people are motivated to fulfill their own needs, so the coach 

must understand what needs kids have at the age they are working with and 

then help them reach those needs as much as possible. For most athletes, the 
primary source of individual motivation is to have fun and feel worthy. A 

positive coaching style is the key to those two motivational sources.  

 
To be a coach who is capable of motivating the variety of individuals who 

make up a typical team, you must be adjustable, flexible and creative. 

Motivation requires different tactics in different situations. Individuals and 
teams present both multiple situations and personalities, which require 

different strategies and tactics. The coach must learn to fit the response and 

action to each situation. It is helpful to understand each player so that you 

know which buttons to push, who needs praise, who needs a push, who needs 
an aggressive approach and who needs a calm style. After you choose your 

method of motivation, watch closely how the athlete performs to check the 

effectiveness of that approach. The more you know about each individual, the 
better chance you have to find the correct action for that person and situation.  

 

Each moment and each player may require different motivational methods. 

Some people respond when you challenge them, others only when you 
encourage them.  

 

You are responsible to know how to reach individual players as well as 

your team in order for the team approach to be effective. You cannot expect 

them all to learn to deal with your one style immediately. Most young people 
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will adjust to you about as fast as you do to them. Learn as much as possible 

about the emotional and mental makeup of each player, as well as how they 
learn best. Some players will respond to written material, others only verbal, 

some to your body language. Your approach and words need to be appropriate 

not only for the situation but for the age of your athletes. Each coach must 

learn what response fits which situation and person and then devise the 
correct reaction. Be aware and careful with each player to know when you 

may have gone too far. No motivational outcome is worth breaking 

someone’s spirit and natural love for the game. Just the right words and the 
correct approach for each person and situation are almost impossible, but 

worth the effort. Get them to do all they are capable of and then enjoy it. Live 

the moment, the game, and the entire season with them.  
  

Summary 
 

Be the coach you would have liked to play for. 
What kind of coach would you like to play for? Normally, coaches who are 

happy, positive, knowledgeable, and demanding in a way that is never 
demeaning will inspire people. Analyze your reasons for coaching - what is 

your motivation to coach? What is driving your heart? Coaches of 

significance are leaders who are not in it for themselves but for the good of 
those they lead. Coach and teach with the idea of being a positive influence on 

each of the young people in your care. The key to true leadership is the 

leaders heart.  
If you do not possess the natural gift of motivation, you can work, study, 

prepare and improve, but in the meantime, surround yourself with people who 

have the gift and learn to coordinate your gifts.  

Your success or failure as a coach will be in direct proportion to your 
ability to plan, teach, relate and motivate. 

Great coaches view coaching as a “ministry”, not a “part time job”. 

Making coaching a ministry gives more urgency to every minute we spend 
with young people, and gives purpose to the strategies we employ. Viewing 

coaching as an opportunity to motivate your athletes to the highest possible 

individual and team standards, gives this profession eternal value. 
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